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ABSTRACT
Taxonomies and knowledge graphs (KGs), which represent real-
world entities’ abstract concepts and properties/behaviors/facts,
constitute the essential information in knowledge bases (KBs). How-
ever, most existing KBs are constructed under the closed-world as-
sumption, which often corresponds to a �xed schema and requires
ad-hoc canonicalization to include new knowledge. To empower
KBs towards easy accommodation of emerging entities and rela-
tions, we propose to create open-world T���KG based on existing
automatically constructed taxonomies and open KGs, where tax-
onomies serve to provide a loosely-de�ned schema and mitigate the
reliance on ad-hoc canonicalization. To further improve the com-
pleteness of T���KG, we collect several new benchmark datasets
towards the development of H���GCN, an innovative hierarchy-
aware graph-friendly model for T���KG completion. H���GCN
learns to leverage the mutual enhancement between taxonomies
and KGs, following the human reasoning process to generalize
and conceptualize over taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations.
Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate H���GCN to
outperform various state-of-the-art KB completion methods on
both taxonomy concept prediction and KG relation prediction tasks
based on both standard metrics and human evaluations. The bench-
mark datasets and the implementation of H���GCN are available
at https://anonymous.4open.science/r/Hake-GCN/.

1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge bases (KBs) have incorporated large-scalemulti-relational
data and motivated many knowledge-driven web applications such
as online encyclopedia [37] and e-commerce product catalog [9].
The knowledge stored in KBs can be categorized into two types:
(1) The taxonomic knowledge that contains hierarchical IsA re-
lations between entities and abstract concepts, which are typically
stored in taxonomies (e.g., “(Cat, IsA, Mammal)” in Figure 1a);
(2) The non-taxonomic knowledge that contains graph-structured
interactions between entities and attributes of entities, which are
often stored in knowledge graphs (KGs) (e.g., “(Cat, HasProperty,
Flu�y)” in Figure 1a).
The taxonomy is a useful tool to organize and index concepts of
entities so that users can �nd the information of interest more eas-
ily [29]. On the other hand, the knowledge graph stores human
understanding about entities’ properties, facts, or behaviors in a
structured way, which is essential for knowledge representation
and reasoning tasks [8]. Extensive e�orts have been made to collect
KBs (e.g., WordNet [20], Freebase [1], YAGO [34]) that contain both
taxonomies and KGs. However, most existing KBs are in closed
domains, and the creation of such KBs highly relies on pre-de�ned
schema [25] and exhaustive entity/relation canonicalization [38].
Although such a creation process ensures accuracy, closed-world
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Figure 1: Toy examples of existing KBs and T���KG.

KBs are limited in knowledge coverage. As an illustration, when
a new knowledge triplet “(Kitty, KeptAs, Pet)” is introduced, al-
though as humans we know kitty has the same meaning as cat, the
closed-world KB can not easily incorporate the new knowledge
unless the canonicalization tool can directly identify Kitty as Cat.
In conclusion, closed-world KB is most suitable for �xed or slowly
evolving knowledge-enhanced applications.

Real-life knowledge management and discovery applications
need to evolve with the fast-expanding entities and relations. To ac-
commodate with the new emerging data, we propose to build open-
world KBs with both taxonomic relations and non-taxonomic rela-
tions, namely T���KG, by integrating automatically constructed
taxonomies (AutoTAXOs) and open knowledge graphs (OpenKGs).
An AutoTAXO is a collection of entity-concept pairs mined from
billions of web pages and search logs (e.g., ConceptNet [32], MS
Concept Graph [39]), and an OpenKG is a large number of factual
triplets collected with open information extraction techniques from
unstructured online texts (e.g., ReVerb [10], OPIEC [11]). Figure 1b
shows a toy example of T���KG. For both AutoTAXO and OpenKG,
no �xed schema or ad-hoc canonicalization are required, as the
taxonomy provides a loosely-de�ned underlying schema (e.g., Au-
toTAXO in Figure 1b naturally de�nes a schema of animals) and
mitigates the reliance on ad-hoc canonicalization (e.g., Kitten, Kitty,
Tabby are three children entities of Cat under open-world KB set-
ting in Figure 1b, while in closed-world setting these three terms
need to be canonicalized into one entity).
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To empirically understand and show the utility of T���KG and
its downstream applications, we create and release T���KG�B����,
a new benchmark with six datasets covering general, medical, and
music domains. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the �rst
one to study the open-world integration of taxonomies and KGs.
Although covering an unprecedentedly large amount of entities,
concepts and relations, the knowledge in T���KG�B���� is not
yet fully exploited due to the incompleteness of AutoTAXOs and
OpenKGs themselves (e.g., missing edges like “(Siamese Cat, is,
Cat)”can be added to AutoTAXO, while “(cat, be covered in, fur)”
can be added to OpenKG in Figure 1b). Therefore, it is urgent to
develop the corresponding completion method for T���KG.

One of the most signi�cant challenges for the open-world T���
�KG completion task is to handle unseen entities, concepts and
relations. Previous KB completion methods often rely on the KB em-
beddings to predict the validity score of missing edges [2, 36, 42, 44].
However, these methods need to add embeddings and re-estimate
model parameters when presented with new data. In this work, we
address this limitation by utilizing word embeddings of surface to-
kens for entity, concept and relation embeddings, instead of directly
assigning them through the look-up table. Another key insight to
complete T���KG is to leverage the mutual enhancement between
taxonomy and KG. Taxonomies convey rich context on inferring
the entities’ properties and behaviors (i.e., non-taxonomic relations).
For example, as humans, we have the commonsense knowledge
of “mamal can produce milk”. Hence, if we encounter an unseen
mammal called “pangolin”, even if we have no idea what it exactly
is, we can con�dently infer that “pangolin can also produce milk”.
This reasoning ability is called "generalization" in cognition science
[14, 33]. Furthermore, KGs are helpful for deducing entities’ abstract
concepts (i.e., non-taxonomic relations). If we know that “mammal
can eat, can produce milk, has fur”, and “pangolin also can eat, can
produce milk, and has fur”, it is highly possible that “pangolin be-
longs to mammal”. This inference process involves the abilities to
conceptualize, which is heavily used for information compression
and convenient communication [6, 23]. Existing KB completion
methods [2, 36, 42, 44], unfortunately, are not designed to leverage
such mutual enhancement between taxonomy and KG, thus leaving
the jointly learning on T���KG an open research problem.

In this work, we propose H���GCN, a novel hierarchy-aware
graph-friendly model which leverages the mutual enhancement
between taxonomy and KG. To model the entity hierarchy in tax-
onomies, H���GCN employs the polar coordinate KB embedding
�rst proposed in [44], which utilizes the modulus size to re�ect
depth of the hierarchy and the phase information to represent the
entities’ surrounding non-taxonomic relations. Moreover, to cap-
ture the higher-order relations that are shown to be important
for reasoning over KGs [8], H���GCN utilizes the graph convolu-
tional neural network (GCN)-based knowledge embedding mod-
els [26, 36, 43]. A series of technical designs including taxonomy-
based neighbor sampling, polar convolution, and GCN-oriented
phase bounded decoder is proposed to seamlessly enable the polar
embedding system with the GCN architecture. The e�ectiveness of
our proposed H���GCN is demonstrated through comprehensive
experiments on our constructed T���KG�B����. We �rst examine
the model performance on the T���KG completion task regarding
both AutoTaxo concept prediction and OpenKG relation prediction

in terms of the classical metrics and human evaluations, in com-
parison with several state-of-the-art KB completion models. Then,
we conduct extensive ablation studies to evaluate the utility of our
technical designs and the impact of neighbor information on mu-
tual enhancement between taxonomy and KG. Finally, we provide
case studies for inferred knowledge and analyze the e�ciency and
scalability of H���GCN in the Appendix.

2 RELATEDWORK
Knowledge Base Completion. KB completion task aims at infer-
ring missing facts based on the known facts. Traditional approaches
for KB completion include rule-based inference models [5], path
ranking models [18], and probabilistic relational models [17]. One
popular approach for KB completion is to embed entities and rela-
tions into vector spaces, and to de�ne a score function such that
valid triples are assigned a higher score than the invalid ones. These
KB embedding methods can be categorized into translation-based
models [2, 35, 44], tensor factorization-based models [22, 42], and
neural network-based models [7, 26, 36]. More recently, HAKE [44],
inspired by RotatE [35], utilizes the modulus and phase information
in modeling entities and relations. On the other hand, RGCN [26]
and CompGCN [36] incorporate the powerful graph neural net-
works as the encoder to propagate the relation-speci�c information
among interlinked entities and utilize translational scoring function
as decoder to infer the validity of edges.
Open-World Knowledge Bases. Existing KB completion models
implicitly follow the closed-world assumption [24] in which all
entities and relations have been observed and only missing links of
known relations between existing entities can be discovered. Unfor-
tunately, closed-world KB completion models fail to adapt to new
emerging entities and relations in many real-life applications [31].
It is of interest to infer knowledge about entities and relations
not present in the existing KB, which is known as open-world
KB completion [3, 12, 27]. CaRe [12] propose a canonicalization-
infused representation model to enrich OpenKB embeddings with
the output of a canonicalization model, while OWE [27] predict
facts for unseen entities based on their textual description. Inspired
by Complex-LSTM [3], our proposed H���GCN model utilizes
the word embeddings to construct entity and relation embeddings,
hence no extra resources are needed to handle unseen data.
Co-Learning of Taxonomy and Knowledge Graph. Previous
works about taxonomy mainly focus on automatic taxonomy con-
struction [30] and taxonomy-guided downstream tasks [29, 40]. On
the other side, extensive e�orts have been put on KG construction
[1, 34], KG completion [2, 36], and KG-enhanced applications [8, 15].
Although there exist attempts to collect closed-world KBs that con-
tain both taxonomies and KGs [1, 20, 32, 34], taxonomies and KGs in
the open-world setting (AutoTAXO and OpenKG) have rarely been
studied together [13, 41]. JOIE [13] proposes a universal representa-
tion of entities and concepts for a two-view KB, which contains the
ontology-view KG and the instance-view KG. GeoAlign [41] utilizes
the manifold-aligned hyperbolic embedding for taxonomy and Eu-
clidean embedding for KG to tackle the KB representation learning
problem. Both JOIE and GeoAlign are designed for closed-world
KBs, thus not directly applicable to our open-world KB setting.
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3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given an open-world KB — T���KG B containing the taxonomy T
and the knowledge graph G, the T���KG co-learning (or com-
pletion) task aims to jointly infer the missing edges in T and
G. The AutoTAXO T = (V4 ,V2 , ET) is a collection of entity-
concept pairs, where V4 and V2 are entity and concept sets, and
ET = {(4, 2)} ✓ V4 ⇥V2 is the set of the taxonomic edges. There
are some terms in the intersection between V4 and V2 , since a
term (“mammal”) can serve as a hyponym (e.g., (mammal, animal))
and a hypernym (e.g., (cat, mammal)) at the same time. Moreover,
taxonomic edges indicates the IsA relations between entities and
concepts (either IsA_InstanceOf or IsA_SubClassOf ). The OpenKG
G = (V4 ,RG, EG) is a collection of subject-relation-object triplets,
whereV4 is the entity set identical to T ’s entity set, RG is the rela-
tion set that contains many types of relations (excluding taxonomic
relations), and EG = {(B, A ,>)} ✓ V4 ⇥RG ⇥V4 is the edge set con-
necting entities with associated relations. Therefore, the T���KG
containing T and G can be denoted as B = (V4 ,V2 ,RG, ET , EG).

The T���KG completion task is a variant of the general open-
world KB completion task, which can de�ned as follows:

De�nition 3.1 (Open-world KB Completion). Given the incom-
plete KB B = (V,R, E) whereV , R and E are entity set, relation
set and triplet set, open-world KB completion aims at inferring
the missing triples {(B, A ,>) | (B, A ,>) 8 E, B 2 VB , A 2 RB ,> 2 VB },
whereVB and RB are entity superset and relation superset.

Hence, the T���KG can be generalized to a big directed and multi-
relational graph B = (V,R, E), where V = V4 [V2 , R = RG [
RIsA (RIsA denotes the speci�c taxonomic relation in T ), and E =
EG [ ET . More speci�cally, there are two sub-tasks for T���KG
completion: (1) the AutoTAXO concept prediction task and (2) the
OpenKG relation prediction task. The AutoTAXO concept predic-
tion task is to assign a set of concepts⇠4 = {21, 22, . . . , 2<} for each
entity 4 2 V4 , while OpenKG relation prediction aims to predict
missing facts in the form of @B = (?, A: ,> 9 ) or @> = (B8 , A: , ?). It is
worth noting that 4, B,> 2 VB

4 , 2 2 VB
2 , and A 2 RGB , which indicate

that we need to handle unseen entities, concepts or relations.

4 TAXOKG�BENCH: A NEW BENCHMARK
WITH SIX DATASETS FOR TAXOKG
COMPLETION

4.1 Source Data
The goal of building T���KG�B����1 is to provide a benchmark to
evaluate models’ performance on T���KG completion task, which
involves the ability to predict new-emerging concepts and novel
facts for unseen entities. The source data includes:

• Three AutoTAXOs: MS Concept Graph [39], SemEval-2018
Task 9 2A:Medical and 2B:Music [4];

• Two OpenKGs: ReVerb [10] and OPIEC [11].
MS Concept Graph (MSCG) is a large-scale AutoTAXO that contains
millions of entity-concept pairs from billions of web pages, while
SemEval-2108 Task 9 Medical (SEMedical) and Music(SEMusic) are
two small-scale AutoTAXOs containing thousands of entity-concept
pairs constructed from medical and music domain corpora. On the
1We release T���KG�B����: https://�gshare.com/s/ca54dd1ca5f08a203017

other side, both ReVerb and OPIEC are OpenKGs that consist of a
massive amount of subject-relation-object triplets extracted from
English web pages andWikipedia. Since AutoTAXOs and OpenKGS
exhaustively extract ontology-relations and instance-relations from
text, the knowledge triplets stored in T���KG are numerous and
not constrained by the �nite schema. Moreover, all entity, concept,
and relation mentions are not canonicalized, thus introducing more
challenges to the T���KG completion task.

4.2 Creation Process
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Figure 2: Concept, entity and relation histograms on six
aligned T���KGs.

We �rst align AutoTAXOs and OpenKGs by matching entities
in entity-concept pairs with subjects or objects in subject-relation-
object triplets. It is possible to use o�-the-shelf entity canonical-
ization tools [38] to match entities. However, their reliabilities are
far away from satisfactory. Consequently, we just use naive string
matching to align AutoTAXOs and OpenKGs. As can be seen from
Figure 2, the distribution of concepts, entities, and relations basi-
cally follow Zipf’s law. In other words, there are many long-tailed
concepts, entities, and relations that only show one or two times.
Since our target is not to evaluate the T���KG completion task
under a zero-or-few-shot setting, we decide to discard these long-
tailed concepts, entities, and relations. To build our benchmark
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e�cient and easy access to researchers, we conduct further post-
processing (Appendix A) on the aligned six datasets to obtain the
�nal release version.

4.3 Benchmark Overview
The Statistics. After creation process mentioned above, we obtain
the �nal version of six T���KGs, as can be seen in Table 5 under
Appendix A. For AutoTAXOs side, we split the entity-concept pairs
by randomly assigning 55%, 5%, 35% entities into training, valida-
tion, testing set. For OpenKG side, we split subject-relation-object
triplets by randomly assigning 80%, 5%, 15% triplets into training,
validation, testing set. In other words, each split set is the union of
assigned ontology-relation set and instance-relation set.
Comparison to Other KBs. We aim to construct T���KG�B����
as a large-scale, diverse, challenging benchmark for open-world
KB completion. The coverage of T���KG�B���� is broad since
the data sources come from various genres: general, medical, and
music domain. The sizes also range from thousands to hundred-
thousands knowledge triplets (including both entity-concept pairs
and subject-predicate-object triplets). Moreover, the scale of rela-
tions is much larger than previous closed-world KBs. For instance,
FB15k-237 [1] contains 237 unique relations, while WN188RR [20]
contains only 11 relations. Consequently, such a large relation space
requires stronger KB completion models. The proportions of ontol-
ogy knowledge in T���KG�B���� vary from 1.4% to 13.5%, and
thus enriches the benchmark’s diversity.
Unseen Concepts, Entities, Relation in T���KG�B���� Our
T���KG�B���� is di�erent from existing KBs due to the open-
world setting and the integration of taxonomy and KG. As a result,
signi�cant portions of entities, concepts, and relations in the test set
are not observed in the training set, as opposed to the assumption
of closed-world KB that all entities and relations are �xed —only
missing edges between existing entities are to be discovered. Table
6 under Appendix A shows the percentages of unseen entities,
concepts and relation in the six T���KGs. In the most challenging
one MSCG ⇥ OPIEC, nearly half of the entities, relations, and one-
third of concepts are hidden during training, which poses a serious
challenge for models targeted at the Taxo-KG completion task.

5 HAKEGCN: A NOVEL METHOD FOR
EFFECTIVE TAXOKG COMPLETION

5.1 Overall Model Design

Polar
GCN

Taxonomy-based

TAXOKG encoder decoder

Neighbors Sampling

Phase-
Bounded
Scorer

Negative
Sampling
Loss

Figure 3: H���GCNmodel architecture.

To tackle the T���KG completion task, our key insight is to lever-
age the mutual enhancement between taxonomy and KG. Therefore,
we propose a novel model with the learn-to-conceptualize and learn-
to-generalize abilities via combining advantages from Hierarchy-
Aware Knowledge base Embedding [44] and Graph Convolutional

neural Networks [36], namely H���GCN. H���GCN can be re-
garded as an encoder-decoder model consisting of (1) an encoder:
a multi-relational GCN producing latent representation of vertices
(entities and concepts) and edges (relations) in the polar coordi-
nate system; (2) a decoder: a hierarchy-aware translational distance
model exploiting these representations to predict labeled edges
(entity-concept edges, entity-entity edges). The overall model ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 3.

5.2 Handling Unseen Entities, Concepts and
Relations

As described in §4.3, there are a signi�cant number of unseen enti-
ties, concepts, and relations that need to be handled in the T���KG
completion task. Unfortunately, most existing models for KB com-
pletion [2, 26, 44] are developed under the closed-world setting,
therefore their solution to embed phrases is to assign a look-up em-
bedding table and update the embeddings during the training phase.
As a consequence, they fail to obtain embeddings for new emerging
phrases in the open-world setting. In H���GCN, we opt to create
entity, concept, and relation representation from the tokens of the
surface mentions [3]. The entity and concept representations are
then fed into the GCN encoder as initial embeddings of vertices, and
relation representations as initial embeddings of edges. Therefore,
for any vertex or edge ⌘ that is in the form of a sequence of tokens
{C1, C2, . . . , C!}, the representation is calculated by

h = 5 (⌘) = 5?⌘A (5C>: (C1), 5C>: (C2), . . . , 5C>: (C!)), (1)

where the lowercase letter ⌘ denotes vertex or edge phrase, the
boldface lowercase letter h denotes the phrase embedding of vertex
or edge, 5C>: : V)>: ! R3 denotes the token embedding look-up
mapping function, and 5?⌘A : R!⇥3 ! R3

0
denotes the phrase com-

position function. The choice of composition functions is �exible,
which includes average, sum, max, RNN and even Transformer. In
H���GCN, we choose average for the sake of simplicity. The token
embedding look-up table is shared among vertices and edges.

After taking the average of token embeddings, we apply di�erent
single-layer perceptrons on hv ,hr to obtain the vertex and edge
embeddings separately:

h0v = PReLU(]vhv + bv) and h0r = PReLU(]rhr + br ) . (2)

Here, we use E to represent any entity 4 2 V and concept 2 2 V
that can be viewed as the vertex of the overall knowledge base
B = (V,R, E). Similarly, we use A to represent the IsA relation
RIsA 2 R of AutoTaxo and any relation A 2 R of OpenKG that can
be viewed as the edge of B. For the non-linear activation, we opt
to PReLU [16]. The superscript 0 denotes that we use them as the
input of the GCN encoder.

5.3 GCN Encoder with Polar Convolution and
Taxonomy-based Neighbor Sampling

Our novel encoder is a generalization of inductive GCN encoders
in polar coordinates that bene�ts from the expressiveness of both
graph neural networks and hierarchy-aware polar embeddings.
First, since the input vertex and edge embeddings are Cartesian
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coordinate embeddings, we derive the relational neighbor aggre-
gation and embedding updating in the Cartesian system. Next, we
derive a mapping from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates.
We �nally use the mapped polar embeddings of vertices and edges
as the input of the decoder.
Updating Embeddings in Cartesian Coordinate. Since the in-
put features or initial embeddings are often represented in the
Cartesian coordinate system, we �rst conduct the widely-studied
relation-GCNs de�ned in the Cartesian coordinate system on these
embeddings. The choice of the relational-GCN encoder is �exible, as
long as it takes both vertex and edge representations into account.
We propose our own node updating rules:

mk+1
v =A��({]k

dir (r) q (h
k

u ,h
k

r ),8(D, A ) 2 N(E)}), (3)

hk+1v = PReLU(]k

v [hkv k mk+1
v ] + bkv ) . (4)

In Eq. (3), the message on vertex E is collected from the neighbors
# (E). The composition function q (hu ,hr ) can be either hu � hr ,
hu ⇤hr or hu¢hr , where operator¢denotes the circular correlation.
The aggregation function A��(·) can be choose freely from aver-
age, sum, max or other functions. Speci�cally, the relation-speci�c
learnable parameter in Eq. (3) is

]dir (r) =

(
]o, (D, A , E) 2 E,
]O , (D, A , E) 2 E8=E,

(5)

where E8=E denotes invert edges introduced to B for better vertex
and edge representation. In Eq. (4), the message representation
mk+1

v is �rst concatenated with the node representation hkv , and
then feed into a multi-layer perceptron. The relation-speci�c learn-
able parameter is similar to CompGCN [36]. Our novel design is
that we do not introduce self-loops during message aggregation, but
concatenate the self node embeddings with aggregated neighbor-
hood embedding during node representation updating. Moreover,
the edge updating rule is:

hk+1r = PReLU(]k

r h
k

r + bkr ). (6)

Eq. (6) is only used to update edges in the training graph during
the encoding phase, the representation of relation A for predicting
knowledge triplet (B, A ,>) is calculated through another similar
transformation in the decoder.
Mapping from Cartesian to Polar Representations. The neigh-
borhood aggregation and updating operations in the GCN encoder
of H���GCN are de�ned in the Cartesian coordinate system, while
the hierarchy-aware decoder works in the polar coordinate system.
To bridge the gap between these two coordinate systems, we map
entity and relation embeddings from Cartesian coordinate to polar
coordinate, using the following equations:

d =
q
G2 + ~2 and \ = atan2(~, G), (7)

where G,~ 2 R, d 2 R+, and \ 2 [�c, +c]. The atan2 function is a
common variation of the arctangent function. During the polar con-
volution process above, vertex and edge embeddings in Cartesian
coordinate can be denoted as h = [x k ~]. Assuming h’s dimension
is 23 , then h stores 3 pairs of Cartesian coordinates. Therefore,

using Eq. (7), h can be mapping into the an embedding containing
3 pairs of polar coordinates, denoted as h = [1 k ) ].
Taxonomy-basedNeighborhood Sampling.Although the neigh-
borhood information is generally useful, many existing GCN-based
models keep all neighbors during training which introduces noisy
and even hazardous information [36, 43]. For instance, presented
“platypus is a mammal but lays eggs”, GCN-based models may in-
duct that laying eggs is a positive factor to judge an animal belongs
to the mammal category. To relieve the noisy neighborhood infor-
mation, RGCN [26] proposes to apply edge dropout on its encoder.
However, the edge dropout process randomly masks out neighbors
connected by edges, which may discard useful information. There-
fore, we propose a taxonomy-based neighbor sampling strategy.
Instead of uniformly sampling over all edges, we propose to assign
a higher chance to keep edges between the entity of interest and the
neighbors connected by both entity-entity edges and entity-concept
edges. The intuition is to allow the GCN to see more neighbors
on the taxonomy, which contains less noise. The value of higher
chance is chosen through hyper-parameter tuning (Appendix C).

5.4 GCN-Oriented Phase Bounded Decoder
After getting the entity and relation representations from the GCN
encoder of H���GCN, the decoder scores “(subject, relation, object)”
triplets through a function 5 (B, A ,>) : R3 ⇥R30 ⇥R3 ! R, where 3
and 3 0 denotes the embedding sizes for entity/concept and relation,
respectively. Possible decoders include translational models, tensor
factorization models, neural network models. In practise, we adapt
the HAKE score function with necessary modi�cations:

5 (B, A ,>) = �3 (B, A ,>) = �_<3< (B, A ,>) � _?3? (B, A ,>) . (8)

Here, (B, A ,>) denotes both entity-concept pairs (associated relation
is “IsA” relation) and entity-relation-entity triplets in T���KG, and
3 (B, A ,>) denotes the distance function between subject entity B and
object entity > in condition of relation A . In particular, _<, _? 2 R
are two learnable parameters to balance the modulus distance with
the phase distance. Moreover, these two distance functions are
given by the following equations in HAKE:

3< (B, A ,>) =
��hs,m � hr ,m � ho,m

��
2 , (9)

3? (B, A ,>) =
��sin((hs,p + hr ,p � ho,p))

��
1 , (10)

where hs ,ho denote the subject, object embeddings obtained from
the GCN encoder production hu in Eq. (4), and hr denotes the
relation embedding obtained from a separate transformation in
decoder using a similar process as in Eq. (6). For the polar coordinate,
h⇤,m,h⇤,p denote the embeddings in the modulus and phase part.
In Eq. (9), the operator � denotes the Hadamard product between
two vectors. Let �) = hB,? + hA ,? � h>,? . In the original phase
distance function of HAKE, there is a denominator 2 for �) , which
leads Eq. (10) to

���sin( �)2 )
���. This is due to h⇤,? 2 [0, 2c)3 , and

thus �) 2 [0, 4c)3 . In our own version of the phase part distance
function, we remove the denominator. Therefore, the h⇤,? produced
by atan2 is bounded in [�c

2 , +c
2 ]. This modi�cation is essential

because the phase boundary ampli�es triplets’ phase distances,
thus making it easier for decoder to distinguish entities at the same
level of the taxonomy.
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5.5 Loss function
We adopt the widely used negative sampling loss functions [2, 22,
42, 44] with self-adversarial training [35]:

! = � logf (W � 3 (B, A ,>)) �
=’
8=1

? (B 08 , A ,> 08 ) logf (3 (B 08 , A ,> 08 ) � W),

(11)
where f is the sigmoid function, W is a �xed margin that can be
chosen by hyper-parameter tuning, and (B 08 , A ,> 08 ) represents the
8th sampled negative triplet of (B, A ,>). The term ? (B 08 , A ,> 08 ) is the
sampling probability of the particular negative triplet, which can
be calculated by:

? (B 08 , A ,> 08 ) =
exp(U 5B0<? (B 08 , A ,> 08 ))Õ
9 exp(U 5B0<? (B 09 , A ,> 09 ))

, (12)

where U is another hyper-parameter that represents the tempera-
ture of negative sampling.

6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposedH���GCNmodel focusing
on the following research questions:
• RQ1: How doesH���GCN perform in comparison to other state-
of-the-art KB completion methods?
• RQ2: Is H���GCN inferred knowledge reasonable?
• RQ3: What are the e�ects of H���GCN technical designs?
Moreover, we provide case studies to illustrate how taxonomy and
KG mutually enhance each other for the T���KG completion task
(Appendix D). Furthermore, we evaluate the inference e�ciency of
H���GCN and other models (Appendix E).

6.1 Experiment Setting
Datasets & Evaluation Protocols. We evaluate T���KG com-
pletion task on the proposed T���KG�B����. In T���KG�B����,
six datasets covers the general, medial and music domains. There
are two sub-tasks in the T���KG completion task. For AutoTAXO
concept prediction, we aim to assign correct concepts to each entity
of interest. This is a multi-label prediction task, and we make the
models predict a ranked list of all candidate concepts. Following
previous concept assignment task [4], we chooseMean Average Pre-
cision (MAP) and Precision at N (P@N) as evaluation metrics. MAP
is calculated based on the top-15 predicted concepts. For OpenKG
relation prediction, the goal is to predict either the subject B given
query (?, A ,>) or the object > given (B, A , ?). We follow previous
KB completion studies [2, 12] to rank candidate entities under the
“�ltered” evaluation protocol, and we choose Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) and Hits at N (H@N) as the evaluation metrics.
Compared Methods.We adopt the following representative state-
of-the-art methods as baselines for performance comparison:
• Translation-based models: TransE [2], HAKE [44].
• Tensor factorization models: DistMult [42], HolE [22].
• GCN-based models: R-GCN [26], CompGCN [36].
We integrate the same technique introduced in §5.2 to mitigate
unseen entities, concepts, and relations in the open-world setting.
Moreover, we propose a non-parametric L�C�G model as another

baseline method. L�C�G is also inspired by the insight of taxonomy
and KG mutual enhancement, and it does not require any training
process (See details at Appendix C).

6.2 Performance Comparison (RQ1)
We compare the proposed H���GCN with other baselines through
common evaluation metrics used in KB completions. Tables 1, 2, 3
show the performance of H���GCN and several compared models
towards the T���KG completion task in general, medical, music
domains. Our naive L�C�G model simply relies on cases seen in
the training set and intuitive inferring formulas without learnable
parameters, but surprisingly achieves competitive performance to
all complicated models except for HAKE in AutoTAXO concept
prediction metrics (MAP, P@10,30,50) on all six datasets. However,
L�C�G performs badly in terms of OpenKG relation prediction met-
rics (MRR, H@10,30,50). Our H���GCN signi�cantly outperforms
existing state-of-the-art models on all datasets on both tasks, which
demonstrates the substantial advantages of integrating taxonomy
and KG to mutually complete each other. Other than H���GCN,
HAKE is the second-best model, which only surpasses H���GCN
in P@3,10 metrics in two medical domain datasets.

All baselines except for HAKE fail to complete T���KG in all six
datasets. There is an obvious pattern when entity and relation num-
bers grow from hundreds in SEMedical⇥OPIEC to ten-thousands in
MSCG ⇥ ReVerb, their performance drops signi�cantly due to the ig-
norance on handling unseen entities and relations. HAKE performs
better than other previous models in all six datasets, as it utilizes the
polar coordinate embedding to model the hierarchy-aware property
of T���KG. The proposed H���GCN further improves the perfor-
mance by adding the reasoning ability over higher-order evidence
upon the polar coordinate embedding.

6.3 Human Evaluation (RQ2)

CompGCN HAKE H���GCN0

1

2

3

0.72

0.93 0.94

1
0.97 0.97

0.16
0.54 0.6

0.77
0.86 0.91

1
0.99 1

0.07 0.28 0.31

C-Val. C-Fresh. C-Div.
R-Val. R-Fresh. R-Div.

(a) MSCG ⇥ ReVerb

CompGCN HAKE H���GCN0

1

2

3

0.91 0.82 0.87

1
0.88 0.9

0.36 0.62 0.65

0.88
0.89 0.9

0.98
0.74 0.79

0.2
0.68 0.7

C-Val. C-Fresh. C-Div.
R-Val. R-Fresh. R-Div.

(b) SEMusic ⇥ ReVerb

Figure 4: Qualitative evaluation for di�erent models.

We conduct qualitative evaluations including human-annotations
on knowledge triplets generated by two strongest baseline models
CompGCN, HAKE, and our H���GCN, using the following metrics:

• Validity (Val.): We ask annotators to examine whether generated
knowledge triplets are valid to humans.
• Freshness (Fresh.): We use the percentage of generated knowl-
edge triplets that are novel (not present in T���KG).
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Table 1: Experiment results on T���KG completion in the general domain.

MSCG ⇥ ReVerb MSCG ⇥ OPIEC
C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 R-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50 C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 R-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50

TransE .007 .001, .003, .002 7e-4 8e-4, .002, .004 .006 .004, .002, .001 .002 .001, .004, .008
HAKE .034 .013, .013, .010 .029 .065, .120, .153 .031 .014, .011, .010 .539 .787, .821, .837

DistMult .004 .004, .001, 5e-4 .001 3e-4, .004, .006 .001 9e-4, 3e-4, 3e-4 .080 .131, .159, .176
HolE .007 .003, .003, .002 7e-4 7e-4, .002, .004 .006 .004, .002, .001 .002 .001, .004, .008
R-GCN .003 5e-4, .001, 8e-4 .001 8e-4, .003, .007 .044 .044, .017, .006 .017 .031, .121, .179

CompGCN .014 .008, .005, .004 4e-4 2e-4, 6e-4, 8e-4 .004 .003, .002, .001 .011 .025, .051, .067
L�C�G .005 .003, .002, .002 .001 .002, .003, .004 .003 .002, .001, .001 .002 .002, .006, .009

H���GCN .069 .033, .028, .017 .031 .058, .113, .150 .070 .052, .027, .014 .675 .756, .805, .832

Table 2: Experiment results on T���KG completion in the medical domain.

SEMedical ⇥ ReVerb SEMedical ⇥ OPIEC
C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 R-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50 C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 C-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50

TransE .036 .104, .083, .050 .002 .002, .009, .012 .025 .045, .061, .030 .005 .007, .019, .030
HAKE .203 .307, .286, .216 .170 .343, .430, .459 .262 .371, .309, .256 .352 .450, .509, .544

DistMult .065 .188, .069, .033 .023 .070, .135, .187 .022 .159, .068, .032 .032 .061, .158, .218
HolE .029 .063, .063, .044 .002 .002, .005, .009 .024 .091, .030, .027 .006 .007, .018, .032
R-GCN .024 .018, .041, .052 .001 .001, .003, .004 .036 .159, .062, .037 .004 .003, .016, .026

CompGCN .119 .191, .184, .150 .003 .005, .012, .017 .041 .060, .044, .032 .009 .013, .023, .034
L�C�G .186 .245, .247, .172 .004 .005, .006, .008 .126 .166, .157, .122 .013 .021, .041, .051

H���GCN .233 .331, .278, .204 .275 .424, .545, .603 .271 .377, .366, .251 .412 .508, .600, .652

Table 3: Experiment results on T���KG completion in the music domain.

SEMusic ⇥ ReVerb SEMusic ⇥ OPIEC
C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 R-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50 C-MAP C-P@1, 3, 10 R-MRR R-H@10, 30, 50

TransE .012 .053, .035, .028 .002 .002, .006, .009 .041 .123, .082, .064 .002 .003, .008, .013
HAKE .201 .275, .270, .210 .131 .258, .344, .382 .284 .379, .363, .294 .321 .497, .612, .669

DistMult .035 .118, .092, .066 .019 .039, .123, .188 .047 .086, .078, .081 .017 .044, .092, .124
HolE .038 .118, .092, .066 .002 .002, .004, .007 .028 .062, .066, .043 .003 .003, .008, .015
R-GCN .005 .011, .010, .013 8e-4 7e-4, .002, .003 .014 .021, .039, .034 .002 .001, .005, .008

CompGCN .063 .092, .111, .095 .009 .019, .034, .042 .082 .199, .161, .112 .005 .012, .023, .036
L�C�G 182 .286, .251, .172 .003 .004, .006, .009 .287 .426, .378, .251 .025 .040, .055, .063

H���GCN .238 .301, .307, .221 .178 .286, .412, .481 .328 .426, .417, .310 .421 .572, .694, .746

• Diversity (Div.): We use Pielou’s evenness index2 which is a
commonly used diversity index to represent how close in numbers
each species in an environment is.

We collect results and compute the three metrics on the Au-
toTAXO concept prediction task by the top-5 predicted concepts,
given 100 entities from MSCG ⇥ ReVerb and SEMusic ⇥ ReVerb.
Similarly, we collect results on OpenKG link computed from the
top-5 predicted subject or object entities, given 100 triplet queries.
As shown in Figure 4, the blue stacked bar contains the freshness
(C-Fresh.), validity (C-Val.), and diversity (C-Div.) of concepts as-
signed to entities to predict, and the orange stacked bar contains
the freshness (R-Fresh.), validity (R-Val.) and diversity (R-Div.) of
generated open knowledge triplets. Therefore, H���GCN produces
the highest quality knowledge triplets. In particular, H���GCN
outperforms the two baseline models in both taxonomy and KG
validity, with competitive freshness and diversity.

6.4 Ablation Study (RQ3)
Do our technical designs contribute to performance boost?
To better understand our proposed techniques, we closely study
the key components of H���GCN. The three components are:
taxonomy-based neighbors sampling (§5.3), polar GCN (§5.3), and
GCN-oriented phase bounded decoder (§5.4). Table 4 presents the re-
sults on two medical T���KG’s with the major metrics for both the

2Pielou’s eveness index: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species_evenness

Table 4: Ablation study results.

Model SEMedical ⇥ ReVerb SEMdical ⇥ OPIEC

C-MAP R-MRR C-MAP R-MRR
H���GCN .233 .275 .271 .412

w/o. taxo_graph_sampling .154 .268 .151 .376
w/o. polar_conv .155 .254 .196 .331

w/o. phase_bounded_scorer .152 .239 .216 .311

AutoTAXO concept prediction and the OpenKG relation prediction
tasks. From the table, we can see that all three components improve
the performance of H���GCN, which illustrates the e�ectiveness
of the proposed techniques.
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0.9 0.93 0.93

0.62 0.47 0.45

0.25 0.29 0.33

0.87 0.82 0.82

1 0.98 1

0.02 0.07 0.09

C-Val. C-Fresh. C-Div.
R-Val. R-Fresh. R-Div.

(a) MSCG ⇥ OPIEC
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0.84

0.16 0.31 0.45
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0.93 0.92
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0.76 0.77
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C-Val. C-Fresh. C-Div.
R-Val. R-Fresh. R-Div.

(b) SEMedical ⇥ ReVerb

Figure 5: Qualitative evaluation for neighborhood impact.
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Can taxonomy and KG mutually enhance each other? We
further analyze the impact of neighbor information from Auto-
TAXOs and OpenKGs. In Figure 5, we plot the human evaluation
results of H���GCN when using neighbors on AutoTAXOs alone
(#T���), OpenKGs alone (#KG), and both AutoTAXOs and OpenKGs
(#T���KG). For the GCN encoder, #T��� is implemented by remov-
ing all taxonomic relation edges in the input graph, and #KG by
removing all non-taxonomic relation edges. The metrics and no-
tations are the same as Figure 4. As can be seen from Figure 5,
using only one type of neighbors does not signi�cantly impact
the freshness and diversity. In contrast, using both types of neigh-
bors from taxonomy and KG can produce more valid knowledge
triplets (e.g. improving from 0.02/0.07 to 0.09 in MSCG ⇥ OPIEC
and from 0.37/0.53 to 0.58 in SEMedical ⇥ ReVerb). Such results
clearly demonstrate the substantial mutual enhancement between
the taxonomies and KGs towards the completion of T���KG.

7 CONCLUSIONS
To address the rigidity of closed-world KBs, we propose to construct
T���KG by integrating automatically constructed taxonomies and
KGs in the open-world setting. A benchmark T���KG�B���� with
six datasets is created and released for developing and evaluating
models for the novel T���KG completion task. Experiments on
the benchmark show that our novel hierarchy-aware and graph-
friendly KB completion model, H���GCN, can e�ectively complete
T���KG to further improve its knowledge coverage with good
validity, so as to better support various knowledge-enhanced appli-
cations with the need of rapidly evolving knowledge. In the future,
it would also be interesting to further improve H���GCN by ex-
plicitly leveraging the mutual enhancement between taxonomic
and non-taxonomic knowledge.
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